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ABSTRACT
An increasing number of university lecturers and students are engaged in classroom activity in national-cultural
contexts which are "foreign." The foreign context confronts these culturally-displaced people with distinctive
yet unfamiliar cultural practices and norms related to management education. These contexts are fraught with
misunderstandings and with unintended consequences, both comic and tragic, as both the indigenous and the
culturally displaced people struggle to make sense of their shared experiences.
I recount a novel classroom experience which emerged while I, an American university lecturer, was on
sabbatical in Turkey. After test cheating was recognised as an important issue for both students and myself,
the rules about cheating were re-negotiated. This enabled the students to take a "collective midterm" test,
which proved to be a peak experience for many of them - and for myself.
The experience isframedas a critical incident in a wider case of cultural displacement. The case is used as a
lever to raise and reflect on a number of issues in cross-cultural management education that can be expected to
become more salient in the future. These include the social construction of cheating; power and control
dynamics in university classrooms; and the management of cultural displacement. Thus the case may be
usefully interpreted not merely as a technical problem of the control of cheating, or even as an adaptation
problem of culturally displaced lecturers and students, but also as a systems problem concerning the effective
design of learning contexts.
* This is an adaptation of a paper presented at the Fred Emery Memorial Conference on the future of
universities and education, Istanbul, Turkey, April 1998.

'EVEN WE ARE SHEEPS': CULTURAL DISPLACEMENT IN MANAGEMENT EDUCATION

During a recent midterm examination, 52 students in a Management class at a Turkish university were
observed looking at each other's papers, whispering among themselves, and exchanging answers. They were
not cheating. They were participating in a special event concerning the social construction of cheating called a
"collective midterm." The event developed out of my exasperation with systemic cheating that I observed
during the first midterm given in the conventional manner to my class of 62 upper-level undergraduate students
in Organisation Theory. This occurred during a sabbatical semester as a visiting assistant professor at an
English-speaking university in Turkey.
In this paper I want to share with others interested in the future of business school education my experience in
re-framing conventional understandings of test cheating in the classroom. I also want to reflect on that
experience in terms of how test cheating gets socially constructed and how we can design more effective
learning contexts. At issue is the displacing of norms (in this case about cheating) from one cultural context to
another. What happens in such situations, and what are the consequences? Going beyond the cultural
displacement of norms, learnings from the collective midterm event radiate out to several key notions in open
systems thinking.
Test cheating is usually defined as giving or receiving help from others (Harvey 1984). This conception of
cheating has been operationalized into six types of behaviour in an empirical study),* in which 76% (!) of a
business school sample admitted cheating behaviour in a self-report survey. Harvey (1984) remarks that the
conventional conception of cheating thwarts the expression of altruistic behaviour, and suppresses the potential
for synergistic effects. In a move that was controversial both to students and other faculty members, Harvey
reconstructed the definition of cheating in his OB classroom as "the failure to assist others on the examination
if they request it" (p.6). He estimated that 95% of students altered their test-taking behaviour toward
cooperation when the new definition prevailed. However he did not assess changes in students' test-taking
performance that may have occurred as a result of their helping each other.
Others have designed and reported experiments in group decision making in test-taking situations in
management courses. Watson, Michaelsen and Sharp (1991) used a highly structured design to assign students
to same-size, heterogeneous groups; they discovered an increment in test performance with group as compared
with individual test-taking conditions. Throop (1995) used more organic design principles to create a group
decision making "commons" in the classroom over an entire semester, allowing the class to discuss and
implement their own behavioural rules in repeated choice situations which resembled prisoners dilemmas and
which were evaluated as quizzes. All of these experiments serve to reframe tests as consequential occasions
for learning some aspect of organisational behaviour, and not just for evaluating individual performance.
These examples are also representative of the research in this area: It is largely American and hides the
assumptions that the instructor and all the students share the same underlying understandings about what is
legitimate and what is illegitimate behaviour while taking a test, and about what is important to learn and
evaluate in management classrooms. In my situation, however, I was an American instructor on a short term
teaching contract in Turkey. I was unfamiliar with the cultural norms and mores of the society I was teaching
in, and the Turkish students in that OT class were unfamiliar with American professors and what their
expectations were. These kinds of cross-cultural encounters are becoming more common in the peripatetic
world of global business education. Thus this paper has relevance to the growing number of business-school
instructors trying to make sense of, and be effective in, these encounters.
Hofstede (1985) found that Anglo and Mediterranean societies are cultural opposites on his four dimensions:
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The six types are: "using crib notes on a test, copyingfromanother student during a test, using unfair methods to learn
what was on a test before it was given, copyingfromanother student during a test without their knowledge, helping
someone else to cheat on a test, cheating on a test in any other way" (McCabe & Trevino 1995:206).
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power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism and masculinity (assertiveness). Anglo cultures have a
low acceptance of power inequalities, high tolerance of uncertainty, and high assertiveness and achievement
orientation. In addition they have an individualistic orientation, in which individuals are expected to take care
of themselves. In contrast, Mediterranean cultures like Turkey have a high acceptance of power inequalities,
low tolerance of uncertainty, and low assertiveness and achievement orientation. In addition there is a
collectivist orientation, in which "individuals can expect their relatives, clan, or other in-group to look after
them, in exchange for unquestioning loyalty" (p.348; emphasis added). These Mediterranean qualities, initially
so puzzling to my Anglo sensibilities, became more sensible as I interacted with the students during the
semester.
We supposedly are living in a world that is rapidly globalizing. Distinctive national-cultural practices and
norms are said to be eroding as universal values emerge. The management education industry is no exception
to these trends, but anyone who has taught, studied or consulted "overseas" knows that this emerging global
culture is far from totalizing. The uptake of admired practices and norms of one culture by members of other
cultures is uneven at best. Specific contexts where this uptake can occur are fraught with misunderstandings
and with unintended consequences, both comic and tragic. Some "culturally accident prone" actors can
continually find themselves enmeshed in situations which are personally embarrassing or threatening, and
which can seriously compromise learning goals.
The "Collective Midterm" Event
In my situation I was not so courageous as Harvey, who put his re-constructed definition of cheating on his OB
syllabus. I backed (was backed?) into my informal "experimenf' in collective evaluation in the following way.
The first midterm in my Turkish class was administered in the conventional manner, with another proctor
joining me in watching the students in the class "like hawks." Nevertheless I became aware of an enormous
amount of cheating during the midterm. McCabe & Trevino's statistic seemed about right! In the class after
that first midterm I shared my observations andfrustrationswith the students, and got the distinct impression I
had violated a cultural taboo by calling attention to this topic.2 At first reluctant to talk about it, the students
gradually warmed to the issue and acknowledged that a great deal of cheating always occurred during tests. I
asked the students how organisation theory concepts might be used to deal with test cheating. Slowly the idea
of a "collective" test emerged.
In subsequent negotiations among the students, the department chairman and myself, the following policies and
procedures were agreed upon for the next midterm:
•

Each student would have the choice of taking either a conventional, "individual" midterm for which
s/he would receive his/her individual grade; or a "collective" midterm, for which s/he would receive
the average grade of all students taking the collective exam.

• The two groups would take the test in separate rooms.
•

The midterm questions and time limit would be exactly the same.

•

Students taking the collective midterm would have to sign an agreement accepting the average grade.

•

There would be no subgroups in the collective group for averaging purposes (too difficult for me to
enforce boundaries).

•

I would retain the right to cancel the collective option up to the last moment if I heard that any student
was being pressured into taking the collective test. (I suggested they could let me know anonymously,
e.g., unsigned note under my door.)

1

1 should note that this university has strict written rules against cheating, plus an elaborate multi-step procedure to verify
instances of suspected cheating. I observed this procedurefirsthand when, in a separate incident, I brought allegations of
cheating against two students in the first midterm.
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In the week preceding the second midterm, no more than twelve students expressed interest in the collective
option, in a show of hands in two successive classes. Hence I estimated that a dozen students (20%) would
follow through with the collective option, thereby creating a small group for comparative purposes. I
hypothesized - with what I now recognize as a culturally biased assumption of individual ownership of
competency - that the more knowledgeable students in the class would be inclined to take the individual exam,
and the less knowledgeable ones the collective exam. Knowledgeable was defined as high performance on the
first midterm. In addition I hypothesized that a small-group synergy effect would operate among the collective
group, raising their average grade above that of thefirstmidterm.
The exam consisted of 19 multiple-choice questions, five one-sentence answers and one short essay, totalling
60 possible points. Three additional proctors besides myself were enlisted, two for each room.
When I entered the "collective" room a few minutes before the start of the exam, I was shocked to find 52
noisy students there. I decided to get the remaining 10 students started on their individual exams, attended by
one proctor, then return to deal with the collective group. By the time I returned to the collective room, the
group had arranged the desks in a large circle; a smaller, embedded circle of seven students was located in the
front of the room. In the center of the large circle stood one student giving directions in an authoritative
manner (mostly in Turkish) while everyone else was quiet, listening.
Essentially the class had organised themselves into three roles: a "Production Unit" of seven of the brightest
students, one "Enforcer" and 44 "Line Workers" (my terms, not the students'; see Personal Reflection at the end
of this paper). Each group had a specific part to play. I was told by one of the Turkish proctors that the student
speaking (I called him the "Enforcer") was telling the group that the line workers were to keep very quiet so
that the production unit could work. He also told them that everyone was to write down exactly what the
production unit said they should write. He also asserted, "We are going to get a 55 [90%] on this exam!"
They did.
During the test the Enforcer had to control the noise level in the class by barking orders to his classmates; he
was effective in doing so. The Production Unit conferred among themselves on the answers to each question
and arrived at a consensus. Then one member stood up and read the answer aloud. A review of the test papers
afterward revealed almost everyone copied the answers verbatim. In the multiple-choice section there were
only ten total "defections," by only three students, out of988 possibilities (19 questions x 52 students).
The students felt a palpable sense of exhilaration and excitement during and immediately after the test.
Something significant had happened. This was confirmed in a debriefing of the event the next day in class, and
in repeated allusions to it for the rest of the semester.
In this event 84% of the students took advantage of the reworking of the rules on cheating. This compares to
Harvey's (1984) rough estimate of 95% with groups of American students, who had to change their socialized
norms to comply with his new rules about cheating. Moreover, there is little doubt that cooperative behaviour
helped them to achieve their goal of an A grade on the second midterm, and that they experienced a strong
sense of empowerment and self-efficacy. One student commented:
Student A:^ First of all, I want to thank you for that course. I learned from this Collective Midterm
that grading or taking high grade is not very important for the instructor (not all of them!). You just
want to teach us, what was organisation like in real life, because we must establish a perfect
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This is thefirstof six examples of student comments about the collective midterm, reported as responses to final exam
question #24: 'Using course concepts (of design, structure, decision making, control, power and/or change management),
evaluate what you learnedfromparticipating in the experience of the Collective Midterm. You can focus on any phase of
it -fromthe initial idea discussed in class, to the return of the midterm papers last Friday in class." These are verbatim
quotesfromthe students, whose native language is not English. Identities are not revealed. My interpretive notes are in
brackets.
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organisation to get high grade in the collective midterm.
I enter [X] University in 1990 and I never seen such an exam before. You made us like a fish [?].
That fish have only an aim; work together and get a high grade, just like a team. It is a siprit [spirit]
only can learn in such kind of an event. For gaining that siprit, I have to thank you again.
Participating in that midterm taught me that if you want to achive something in large group, you have
to forgive [forego?] something. For example you can act like a sheep (which you said). We have to
act like sheep unless we couldn't achive such a thing... Our role is being sheep...
I want to thank you again for participating such an experience. Maybe who enters individually missed
lots of thing. They miss the sipirit which I have never seen before, and may be we couldn't see
anymore. So thank you for everything, even we are sheeps.
Because this event appeared so figural in the students' experience of the course, I included a question about it
on the final exam; some of the responses are included in the rest of the paper. Performance results are given in
the Appendix.
Discussion
Just after the end of the exam, one of the proctors, a second-year Turkish M B A student in the department,
commented that this event revealed the deep structure of Turkish society - a few people doing the work, and
everyone else waiting around to enjoy the benefits. However, during the debriefing session in class the next
day, one female student in the class, who had never spoken up before, disagreed vehemently. Trying to be
provocative, I called the line workers "sheep" and she was rather offended by that Those students, she said,
performed a useful function in that system by keeping quiet and letting the production unit work. (This
apparently was not totally voluntary; written comments later indicated there was very strong peer pressure to
keep quiet, lest the noise contribute to a lower grade.)
The comments of the proctor and the student point to the distinctive features of this event: the mode of
intervention, the learning goals and outcomes, the power-control dynamics, and the cultural connection. Each
feature is discussed below.
Mode of intervention. The collective-midterm event was not pre-planned, as were other events based on the
altered evaluation schemes discussed above. Instead it was an emergent response to an uncomfortable situation
- uncomfortable for me because I was offended by the cheating on the first midterm; uncomfortable for the
students because I kept talking about it. It was novel because it involved altering the conventional protocols
for test taking in the classroom, so that group decision making could be enacted legitimately. Thus as an
intervention it was similar to Harvey's (1984) cooperative structure and Watson et al.'s (1991) team learning
designs. In this event, however, I took the additional step of allowing for self-organising for decision making
by the system's participants, which was also Throop's (1995) strategy in designing his classroom commons.
That is, whereas Watson et al. formed groups deliberately (e.g., small, same size, heterogeneous), in this case
the task of organising was left to the students themselves. What they did was divide by self-selection into two
"divisions" - individual and collective; then those in the collective "division" further organised themselves into
three functional roles.
Unlike Watson et al's. or Throop's designs, this was a single experience; the groups did not persist for the
entire semester. An important finding in Watson et al.'s study was that group effectiveness continued to
improve over time. With the additional constraint of self organising relaxed, would group effectiveness still
improve over time?
Learning goals and outcomes. At the time of the event I justified this adventure in novel evaluation methods
in terms of two learning goals for the students: (1) to provide a lesson on the social construction of cheating by
(2) applying organisation theory concepts in a consequential experience. Regarding the latter goal, many
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students gained a sense of efficacy by successfully applying concepts they were learningfromthe textbook.^
This is evidencedfromthis typical student comment:
Student B: I think the best thing that I get from these experience is the importance of organising and
managing people inrightway,rightplace and right time. I think like that, because at the beginning,
this is just an idea about preventing people from cheating. But what happens is that (it is not good to
say that but) people in the class formed an organisation in a way that every participant knows his duty
and followed it, it was important because we have a consistent goal and we have to reach it....
...In fact, far from initial point, it is legal way of cheating, and we all know that is not so ethical, fair or
correct behaviour. But from my point of view, it is important to combine theoric knowledge and
practices, which we did in that midterm. It is not an example of good behaviour, but other side of the
coin shows how we can transform theoric knowledge in to practical work and I think whole
organisation is successfull, we get so many important thingsfromyou and your lessons....
However it is important to note that the experience actually occurred at two levels: team collaboration among
the seven students in the "Production Unit"; and a mechanistic diffusion of information to 44 "Line Workers."
Not surprisingly the learnings from the two groups differed. The Production Unit presumably functioned in a
way similar to the small groups in Watson et al.'s (1991) design, with team interdependence and a synergistic
dynamic. Their learnings tended to focus on control, uncertainty management and productive power, as
evidenced in this typical comment:
Student C: The purpose of the collective exam...was to enable people who want to cheat Before the
experiment took place, chaos and uncertainty was expected. However this didnt happen. There was a
control mechanism: A leader was chosen and he directed the exam allocating time needed for each
question and the students who had considerable grip over the subjects were chosen to answer the
questions. Everyone was told not to mark or anwer the question different from one another... As the
student were dependent on us as we were answering the questions, a sense of power came into us (me
because we were the ones giving orders). But last Friday when the papers were returned to us the
realities struck me as Prof. Selsky said the words "How far can someone carry this...can you cheat your
father, mother,... [continuation dots in original] I see this collective midterm as an experiment.
On the other hand the Line Workers functioned not as a team but as an aggregate, with no more than pooled
interdependence among them. Their learnings tended to focus on dependency and oppressive power, seen in
these two typical comments:
Student D: I learnt from the collective midterm that, the ones who can control others or the ones who
are not dependent to the others can get power and authority. The others can not be disagree with their
uppers. ->(who study hard) Like a vertical authority, they began to use their power and govern the
others. (Control them totally). I think it comesfromHuman nature, if you understand that the others is
a few need to you, like a professional authority master, you began to govern him. it is not humanistic,
not social, not etc... But I learn that it is true... [parentheses and continuation dots in original]
Student E: It was one of the most interesting exams I had taken in my life. We were like a firm. The
board of directors were consisting of five students which worked as a brain-storming group to solve
the problems. All the rest just stayed in their chairs and wrote what they heard. The structure was
mechanistic. Since they had more expertise in topics of second midterm they had more power than us.
Not all, but two of them sometimes shouted or tried to make fun with the class; that was really
disgusting. It showed me how (even this kind of a very temporary) power can change some people.
So I would say, "no thanks" for another collective midterm. I better go by myself.
The other learning goal was to provide a lesson in the social construction of cheating. What is legitimate
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Daft's Organisation theory and design (4*h ed) - American authored and published, and replete with American corpora
examples and cultural allusions. It had been pre-ordered for the course by the department
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behaviour and what is cheating behaviour are usually defined in a classroom by the instructor. Through control
overrewardsand punishments, s/he becomes an authorityfigureable to make and enforce rules which students
must abide by. In this coercive relation (Emery 1980) the instructor defines legitimate test-taking behaviour in
terms of individual work, and illegitimate behaviour in terms of any shared, collusive or stolen work. If
permitted at all, cooperative behaviour is usually highly circumscribed; it is legitimized only under certain,
often special conditions. The instructor adds rules to make cooperative behaviour either special or completely
proscribed, thus framing it as deviant from "normal" behaviour.
This experience demonstrated that "normal" test taking behaviour can be stood on its head. The ten students
who opted to take the second midterm individually were deviant, and their peers made them feel so. This calls
into question our standard operating procedures in Management classrooms in several ways. Initially it leads
to questioning norms of classroom behaviour and enables double loop learning (Argyris and Schon 1978)
about the way tests are given. Once the procedures and norms that define cheating are problematized, we see
that:

(1) The ethical problem we call cheating is revealed to be a constellation ofpolicies, beha
embedded cultural norms that are arbitrarily and negatively sanctioned by an instru
authority and imposed with great moral overtones on students.
After he observed the effects of his re-framing of test-taking norms to encourage cooperative behaviour,
Harvey (1984) concluded that students "have a tremendous desire to help and be helped by others (p7)."
Presumably this desire is suppressed under conventional evaluation systems. Throop agrees: "Rather than take
any steps to organise [the students], I let them struggle to work out their own situation" (personal
communication 1996). His students can and must organise themselves to achieve good performance, rather
than having an organisation imposed on them in which they can perform. Thus, to allow group decision
making in tests is not an extra step taken (as I described it on page 9), but a step left out.
This "step left out" allows for purposeful collective action. Emery (1988) suggests that
"If the environment is appropriately structured learning is essentially effortless - it arises in the course
of instinctually or purposefully acting out in the situation. If the environment is inappropriately
structured... 'learning' becomes training...- rote behaviours directed to controlling the reactions of the
teacher-school environment" (pi).
In this case, structuring the learning environment appropriately involved reducing controls.
(2) Consequently cheating can be reframed/reconstructed to serve different ends and to
different outcomes.
For example, when cheating isreframedpositively as cooperative behaviour it can reinforce often latent norms
of sharing, and can lead to improved performance and higher levels of satisfaction among students. This can
be done without compromising, and even by enhancing, learning outcomes. For instance through this event the
students were able to derive learnings at several levels:
• Performance and control systems (key topics in organisation theory) are culturally contingent.
"Cultural" may mean student culture or national culture - or perhaps a natural human tendency?
• There are choices in the design of performance and learning systems. DP2 systems are possible in
addition to the standard DPI, and the choice is consequential.5
•

Students can experience intelligent, efficacious managerial behaviour in the management
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"DPI" means "design principle 1", based on Emery's (1976)redundancyof parts. That is, each element in a system has a
single skill or function; the work of these elements must be organised and coordinated externally. "DP2" means "design
principle 2", based on the redundancy of functions. Each element in a system has multiple skills or functions, including the
capacity to organise and coordinate their work themselves.
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classroom.

(3) Once acknowledged as constructed and not determinate, the boundary between che
cheating must be deliberately negotiated by the members of the system.
Evaluation rules can be jointly negotiated by the instructor and the students (and other interested stakeholders
such as department chairs or potential employers), rather than imposed by the instructor.
Power-control dynamics. This three-part lesson in the social construction of cheating may be interpreted in
terms of common-pool property rights. Standard classroom evaluation methods are constructed as an imposed,
privatized solution to the problem of how to assess the production and distribution of subject competency
among students. That is, in conventional classrooms regulations are enforced which "enclose the commons" of
subject competency as it is distributed among a group of students (cf. Weick & Roberts 1993); competency is
then treated as individual private property.^
When those imposed controls are relaxed it provides space for the emergence of different solutions to the
problem, in other words different propertyrightsregimes. Common-pool regimes are non-hierarchical systems
consisting of the users of a resource, plus the rules which they collectively develop, implement and enforce for
the appropriation of the resource (Ostrom 1990; Selsky & Memon 1995). They are DP2 arrangements. Such
regimes provide space for and encourage self-organising behaviour (Emery 1976; Ostrom 1990). In this event
the students entered that space and constructed "local" arrangements, then enforced them in the service of a
shared goal (Ostrom 1990; Throop 1995). Whether that shared goal was learning, a good grade or some
mixture is immaterial; what was important was that they took control of their learning situation. They created
a new context for collective purposeful action, essentially transforming a problem of mamtaining privateproperty rights into an occasion for the expression of common-pool processes. The behavioural outcomes
under these tworegimesdiffered substantially, as the performance results indicate (see Appendix).
However the evidence of a superior outcome is not unequivocal. A number of the students sought to
encapsulate the experience as a special one-off event. Why would they want to do so, since it gave most of
them higher grades and a sense of efficacy? Is it a Hawthorne Effect? The following student comment
suggests an answer:
Student F: I think it was one of the most valuable experiences I've had in this university because it
proved that people could actually get together and achieve a goal (which was quite a risky one) if they
are under pressure. It was a fabulously simple example of the balance between powers. John Selsky
probably hadn't thought about a collective exam before he instructed this class (frankly speaking he
probably didn't need to!). But a need arose for him to both overcome a problem of illegitimate
collective work and to teach some students (without going through firm punishments which was an
alternative) a lesson! ... But overall I think this is an experience that should be lived once and the real
intention of the existence of this organisation as in all others should be understood which also suggests
that it shouldn't be repeated! [emphasis in original]
That is, many students believed there would be a tragedy of the commons in repeated trials. They believed mat
cooperation would erode, where cooperation is defined as first studying the material for the test, then
contributing your knowledge to the collective effort. Many believed that non-cooperation in the form of
shirking andrelyingon others would be imitated (cf. Axe [rod 1984).
My interpretation of this attitude is that itreflectscognitive tension at a DP1/DP2 boundary. Most classrooms,
even at the upper undergraduate level, are DPI: the standard hierarchical/coercive classroom based on a
Lockean paradigm of knowledge (Emery 1980). Below the post-graduate seminar level DP2 is rare: the
participative, negotiated classroom based on a Heider/Gibson paradigm of knowledge (ibid). In this event the
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Harvey (1984) claims the consequences of this enforced individualism are widespread anaclm'c depression, melancholia
and other neurosis. This introduces an ethical critique into Anglo-conventional test taking norms.
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learning environment was re-designed, and a system based on DP2 manifested in the collective classroom.
Consistent with the theory of design principles, the students became self-managing when constraints against
cooperative behaviour were relaxed.
However nearly all classroom activity is embedded in larger systems of institutional arrangements. The
standard DPI or the active DP2 tertiary classroom is usually embedded in a department in a university in a
societal/cultural context. These embedding systems often consist of a "type II institution in a type III
university environment within a type IV world" (Emery, undated). Currently the institutional pressures in
many universities are to rationalise classroom activity, to turn it into discrete goal-based products with skillbased outcomes which the "user" (student-as-customer) purchases in a competitive market (other departments
and universities). Such discourse reinforces the DPI structure of most departments, and the natural
bureaucratic tendency of most universities. In turn, the "users" put pressure on the DPI systems for more
transparency in pedagogy and more clarity in evaluation schemes. While it is difficult to argue against such
"apple pie" sentiments, these rationalising trends can easily deaden the vital and very human encounter
between lecturer and students which we call learning.
In his "even we are sheeps" comment, Student A internalises this cognitive tension. He is exhilerated (if not
seduced) by the experience and sensed the "spirit" unleashed (created?) in the collective purposeful activity.
Yet his self-concept within the experience is as a sheep, a docile farm animal prone to flocking behaviour. He
believes he needs to be a sheep in the large group, in order to "achieve such a thing" as the A grade. Moreover
he references his sheep self-concept to the whole group. He does not talk about a sense of personal power. I
suggest this student's attitude reflects his recognition of the DPI system that he normally operates in, and his
function in it. He resolves the tension by trying to use the same cognitive/affective category (docile participant
in a larger system controlled by more powerful others) to situate himself in this novel experience. Others (see
Students C, E and F) also speak to this tension, as they try to encapsulate the collective midterm as a one-off,
abnormal experience.
To complete the equivocality of assessments of the experience, I also sought to encapsulate it. The new
context of collective purposeful action did seem to generate (more) genuine dialogue and reflection about
cheating, organisation theory, and self-organising behaviour. The shared experience served to directively
correlate the students and myself, previously separated by cultural and power/status gulfs. The general point is
that the test taking system can be turned into an occasion for dialogue about management and organisation
theory and about modes of learning those subjects. For example the evaluation event enabled (forced?) the
students and myself to examine each other's cultural norms, as well as our mental models about organisation
theory in practice. In addition I now harbor a vivid image of how the conventional test taking event suppresses
cooperative behaviour and serves to disempower many students. These new appreciations were likely enabled
by my being out of my normal work context: Because of the cross cultural context I was seeing the test taking
event as if new, and was deeply affected by the palpable sense of power unleashed in the event. Despite the
new appreciations, I reverted to conventional evaluation methods after the "peak experience." I encapsulated it
cognitively as a special event, and also encapsulated it culturally - in Turkey and on sabbatical. Why? I
retreatedfromthe power unleashed in the DP2 arrangements; it threatened my deeply ingrained DPI need for
control over procedure and evaluation in "my" classroom.
Cultural connection. The interpretations above ring hollow unless we sweep in the national cultural
context ^ in Mediterranean cultures like Turkey, preserving "face" is extremely important A consequence of
this in classrooms is what to Anglo eyes appears to be rampant cheating: If everyone tries to evade the rules,
then everyone saves face by fighting "the system." Successful evasion of the rules (i.e. cheating and getting a
good grade) confers status, honor and power on individual students. Cheating is the workers sabotaging the
coercive system, as one would expect in DPI arrangements. That they do so collusively and systemically in
Turkish classrooms may be culturally distinctive.
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1 am endebted to Professor Peter Wilson, Department of Anthropology, University of Otago, for the following ideas.
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By relaxing the usual controls, the collective midterm event completely destroyed the standard cultural matrix
and created a new cultural space. The students were forced to re-order their relationships to each other and to
the instructor in this space. The way they did so was toritualizethe event according to their cultural mores.
They created a formalized pattern of three roles with associated status. What would a class of American, or
Australian, or West African students do in this new cultural space? How would a class of diverse nationalities
negotiate this space?
I will speculate that the way the Turkish students re-ordered their relationships in this new space also had the
effect of altering their power relations. The locally organised cooperative system gave more power to students
whose performance was held down under an imposed individual system. Consequently, the cooperative system
may have reduced the power of the brightest students. This may provide an explanation for the two unexpected
performance results.
First, why did the individual group's performance fall significantly in the second midterm? The individual
group included most of the top performers in the first midterm. I would suggest that the shifting ground rules
lowered their perceived self-efficacy because they removed themselves from the comforting matrix of the
Group. Second, why did the collective group's performance rise from the first midterm to the final exam? I
would suggest that the exhilarating experience of the collective midterm had a positive effect on their testtaking confidence. These interpretations are speculative, and are areas for future research.
A different, cultural explanation for students wanting to encapsulate the collective midterm event is that the
students felt it would be too unsettling to their well established status system to have toritualizerepeated
collective events.
Thus it is crucial to appreciate the Turkish context of this event. Most of the literature on classroom cheating
and evaluation experiments is U.S. based, and uses American subjects (e.g. McCabe & Trevino 1995; Harvey
1984; Watson et al. 1991). Recognising the limited cultural context of this body of research invites
management academics to problematize behavioural norms in classrooms which are increasingly culturally
diverse, but largely Anglo-normed.
Sceptics may question my interpretations of this event by suggesting that I am applying Anglo categories to a
Turkish cultural setting. I think that is too facile. The students were being taught organisation theory - with its
long American and western European pedigree - in the English language at a private university that is trying to
emulate American higher education practices. So the evaluation event was inrealitya mum- layered, crosscultural phenomenon fraught with ambiguous meaning and potential. It is true that I went into the event with a
pre-conceived concept of cheating, drawn at least partly from my own American cultural background.
However, through the event I have recounted, 62 students and I helped tore-interpretcheating and learning in a
distinctive local context.
Implications for the Future of Management Education
Cultural displacement is not merely a technical issue regarding the control of cheating. I have shown how it is
socially constructed in distinctive local cultural contexts. Cultural displacement is also partly an adaptation
issue concerning lecturers and students in unfamiliar contexts which they must make sense of quickly. But
even beyond adaptation, cultural displacement in its fullest sense is a systems issue with direct implications for
the design of effective learning contexts.
Most basically, what is learning? The collective midterm incident served to re-focus the students' education
about organisation theory from training-by-textbook to learning-by-doing. Emery (1988) put this as a shift
from an L12 function in traditional education to an L21 function in more active-adaptive education.
Ironically, because this experience was culturally displaced, it provided an opportunity for authentic (L21)
learning. Differences in norms were closer to the surface of classroom conduct and routine. Both the students
and myself were attentive to cross cultural cues and miscues, even before the collective midterm event. There
was a heightened awareness, a freshness that is all too easily extinguished in routine teaching-learning activity
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in conventional university settings. We - the students, myself and my department chairman - found ourselves a
little more open to experimentation with classroom norms. This suggests an important role for culturally
displaced situations in management education. The actors in such situations may be more amenable to DP2
arrangements than in culturally fixed situations.
This invites us to re-centre the teaching process (Emery 1980: 63) in management education, toward
stimulating intelligent behaviour, that is, behaviour that "occurs with reference to all the relevant factors in the
behavioural situation" (ibid., quoting Chein 1945). Yet as shown above, when the students in the collective
midterm event did take into account all of those relevant factors, including the embedding institutional factors,
this led them to encapsulate the experience as abnormal.
How to break out of this attitude? It seems apparent that we need to operate on the task environment of the
classroom. It is not enough to have DP2 classrooms; the embedding institutional arrangements within
universities also need to be re-designed for effective learning to occur. DP2 arrangements allow system and
environment (classroom and context) to co-evolve through the directive correlation of the goals of all the
actors implicated in the learning enterprise. The risk of not re-designing learning contexts is great Emery
(1980) provocatively claims that
"[w]hat is clear is that the 'educational reproduction' that we see with our formal educational systems
has as little to do with the natural reproduction of intelligence as eunuchs have to do with sexual
reproduction" (p58).
If classroom norms are not designed in a culturally contingent way with DP2 underpinnings, then more
misunderstandings, more culturally accident prone behaviour, and more missed opportunities for effective
learning are likely.
In this paper I have discussed the issue of temporarily culturally displaced lecturers. However there are wider
implications for all participants in management education. This includes culturally displaced students who
must scramble to learn the norms of the countries they are sent to study in (e.g. Malaysians and Indonesians in
Australian universities). Language differences can of course be the first of those "norms." This also includes
culturally displaced institutions which send their academics temporarily to, or set up permanent facilities in,
"foreign" countries; e.g. Monash University's recent decision to set up a campus in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
I offer the three lessons in the social construction of cheating as propositions to other business school
instructors in cross- and multi-cultural milieux. They derive from my attempt to challenge a mistaken
assumption I believe many of us make, that the rules of test taking are universal, or universally understood. In
fact this event demonstrated to me, and perhaps to the students, the embeddedness of classroom cheating rules
and norms in deep cultural norms and values. The lesson for practice is to experiment with test taking norms,
and more generally evaluation norms, in terms of the subject matter you are teaching as well as the
(cross/multi-) cultural context you are teaching it in.
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APPENDIX: PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The students had a choice of individual or collective only for the second midterm; the first midterm and the
final were examined individually only. For analysis I divided the class into individual and collective subpopulations, based on students' self-selection in the second midterm. Statistics are given in the table below for
the three evaluation data points; each midterm was worth 60 points, and the final 80 points, for a possible total
of200 points for the course.
The hypothesis that the more knowledgeable students would be more likely to take the individual midterm and
the less knowledgeable students would be more likely to take the collective midterm was supported. A t-test of
the means of the two sub-populations in the first midterm was significant at the .05 level.
The hypothesis that a synergistic effect would lift the performance of the collective sub-population from the
first midterm to the second midterm was strongly supported. A t-test of the means of the collective subpopulation's scores on the first and second midterm was significant beyond the .001 level.
Interestingly the individual group, which significantly outperformed the collective group in the first midterm
and the final exam, fell well below their expected average in the second midterm. This was an unexpected
result and is discussed in the body of the paper. A t-test of the means of the individual sub-population's scores
on the first and second midterm was significant at the .05 level. Also interesting was the finding that, because
of the shift in performance of the two sub-populations in the second midterm, there was no statistical difference
in the total, end-of-course scores for the two groups. This is also discussed in the text

Mean Grades for Individual vs Collective Sub-populations, All Evaluation Data Points
first midterm
mean
%
(/60)

second midterm
mean
%
(/60)

final exam
mean %
(/80)

total
mean %
(/200)

individual
(n=10)

47.0

78.3

42.0

70.0

63.1

78.9

152.1

76.1

collective
(n=52)

37.5

62.5

55.0

91.7

55.4

69.2

147.9

74.0

total
(n=62)

39.1

65.1

52.9

88.2

56.6

70.8

148.6

74.3
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